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A new line in railway transportation is the use of swap-body freight cars. Their undercarriage is a flat car for
swap bodies, which consists of an underframe, running gear, automatic couples, automatic braking devices, and
body fasteners. With seasonal variations in freight shipment, the same flat cars can be used because empty bodies
of one purpose are detached from the flat cars and replaced with bodies of another purpose, thus making it
possible to use the freight cars obtained in this way dedicated ones. The advantage of freight transportation with
swap-body cars is that it allows one to reduce the car acquisition and maintenance cost due to the effective use of
a flat car as the most expensive part of a freight car, avoid car demurrage caused by seasonal variations in freight
shipment, and speed up the replacement of damaged bodies. It is expedient to introduce freight transportation
with swap-body cars on the Ukrainian railways using the world’s experience in the development of swap-body
cars. This paper considers a swap-body freight car whose undercarriage is a container flat car. The goal of the
paper is a mathematical simulation of the stress and strain field of the components of a swap-body freight car at
standard loads according to the Ukrainian State Standard EN 12663-2:2018. Finite-element models were
developed to study the stress and strain field of the components of a 45-feet container flat car and a swap-body car
at standard loads with account for the features of body-on-undercarriage fastening and clearances in the fasteners.
The models underlie the scientific novelty of the paper. Using them, the stress and strain field of the car
components at standard loads was studied. According to the requirements of the Ukrainian State Standard
EN 12663-2:2018, the strength of the structural components of the flat car underframe was estimated under
different loading conditions. It was found that the strength of the 45-feet container flat car underframe under study
meets requirements of the Ukrainian State Standard EN 12663-2:2018, while the strength of the underframe of
the swap-body car undercarriage does not. This study evidences the need to strengthen the body-on-undercarriage
fasteners and improve the design of the swap-body car underframe itself.
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